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Introduction
The Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al,
2010), launched on 14 May 2009, is an ESA Cor-
nerstone project that will contribute to our under-
standing of the origin and evolution of stars and
galaxies. The Herschel Space Observatory gener-
ates 9TB(Balm, 2009) of raw scientific data dur-
ing its lifetime that are processed into data prod-
ucts of different levels and are stored at geograph-
ically distributed locations. The Herschel Ground
Segment Product Access Layer (PAL), an object
oriented software package that provides a consis-
tent means for accessing these data products, iso-
lates the complexity of underlying storage systems
and makes it possible for scientific data analysis
scripts to be reused among different environments
and over a long period of time as software and hard-
ware evolve. This benefits all users of Herschel data
products, including astronomers, calibration scien-
tists, instrument engineers and scientific software
developers.

PAL Usage

An example of PAL usage is shown in the above
figure. Raw data downlinked from the Herschel
Space Observatory in the form of telemetry pack-
ets are transferred from the Mission Operation Cen-
ter (MOC) in Darmstadt, Germany to the Herschel
Science Center (HSC) in Villafranca del Castillo,
Spain, and then ingested and stored as application
telemetry and data frame objects in the HSC Opera-
tional Database (HOD) as part of the Herschel Sci-
ence Archive (HSA), the principal database for stor-
ing data that are sent to or received from the space-
craft. Those data are then processed into different
types of data products and stored in the HSA. As-
tronomers, calibration and instrument scientists in
ICCs will then access these data products in the HSA
through the PAL.
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PAL Features
• Pluggable concrete storage system
• Default implementation uses FITS files to

store data products
• Support to query on every field of data prod-

ucts using jython syntax or a simplified query
syntax

• Light-weight access(e.g. lazy loading)
• Product Tagging
• Product Versioning
• Backward compatibility for removed or

changing class definition
• Product reference counting for reliable dele-

tion
• A common test suite to validate each product

pool implementation

Data Structure
• Product

A typical product mirrors the structure of a
FITS file. Products mainly consist of meta-
data and datasets.

• Metadata
A metadata is a collection of named scalar
variables and strings referred to as parameters.
A product may have any number of metadata.

• Dataset
A dataset defining well described data entities
(images, tables, spectra etc.). A product may
have zero or more datasets.

PAL Design
The design of PAL conforms to the general object-
oriented design principles and is developed using
Java and Jython. The PAL provides a consistent
API for data access over any particular persistence
mechanism. A general user could use this to or-
ganize and query data on their own computer, as
well as from archive servers. Product pool is a
PAL abstraction to data storage area. We have de-
veloped several product pools implementations to
work with different data sources such as an object
database, FITS files on file systems, and the Her-
schel Science Archive system. There are no tech-
nical limits in developing more implementations
over other data sources.

GUI
A graphical tool called Product Browser is
developed with PAL to query (A), view the
result (B), inspect a selected product (C) or
load and initialize a product storage from
the console (D).

The Product Browser is a component of the
Herschel Interactive Processing Environ-
ment(HIPE, S.Ott 2010). HIPE provides a
complete Herschel data processing and an-
alyzing environment for astronomers and
instrument teams.

Performance Benchmark
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